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Modern Meadow Announces Joint Venture with World-Renowned Luxury Supplier
Limonta, Introducing BioFabbrica
Modern Meadow, a leader in biofabrication, today announces the formation of BioFabbrica LLC,
a groundbreaking joint venture with world-renowned Italian textile and materials company,
Limonta. This partnership taps into Limonta’s unique development creativity, heritage
craftsmanship, and ability to enrich materials to meet global luxury brands’ exceptional quality
and design expectations in the fashion, automotive and interior markets. In turn, the
BioFabbrica JV will capitalize on Modern Meadow’s deep scientific capabilities and proprietary
bio-application platforms which integrate material science and biotechnology. Initially, this
partnership accelerates market-ready coating technology that can deliver high performance and
unique functionality with improved sustainability. BioFabbrica brand partnerships to be
announced in the coming months.
“Modern Meadow was founded on the belief that scientific breakthroughs can embrace the
power of nature to enable functional and sustainable solutions for the wellness of people and
the planet. Our expertise at the intersection of biotechnology and material science fuels our
proprietary bio-application platforms which support creating desirable sustainable materials and
ingredients. We can support brands to give their customers innovative climate responsible
choices. The partnership with Limonta is essential to closing “the last mile” in delivering to the
marketplace high performing sustainable materials at scale…enabling real world impact.” Anna
Bakst, CEO of Modern Meadow.
“Limonta has remained relevant for over 130 years due to our commitment to providing our
world-class customers with best-in-class material solutions. We consider ourselves creative
and curious integrators…blending old world craftsmanship, leading edge processes, and
innovative ingredients…to provide our customers with enduring iconic materials. In the past our
work was to support our customers’ top demands in terms of creativity and product durability.
Now, with this partnership, is the time for us to help accelerate the adoption of desirable
materials that have lower environmental impact without compromising beauty and
performances.” Paolo Limonta, CEO of Limonta.
Together, the two companies are positioned to deliver unique material innovation and customer
facing transparency from “lab-to-brand”.
For more information on Modern Meadow,
please contact Melissa Palmieri at melissa@mp-imc.com

